Next Meeting: January 14th @ 3:30

1. Equipment requests – There was only one application and it was given to TGI committee for a new large cooler. Aman will work with TGI to get the cooler purchased.

2. Continue to plan an event with Ombuds – They will also need to hold elections to add another student member because Kate graduated.

3. Pamunkey Reservation Tour –
   a. The tour will cost $5 per person
   b. $160 for a tour of the museum (up to 15 people)
   c. $50 fee for additional history presentation
   d. Debra said that mid-late March would be best for this tour.

4. Clayton Artwork – GSA wants to invite grad students to hand up their art in Clayton second floor since there was no budget for wall decor. Cristin will work on this project.